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Enterprising 
—ITDL's father-and-son focus 
on quality
David Gibbons

In 1992, the toner cartridge industry In 1992, the toner cartridge industry 
was still developing, but Sushil Jain and was still developing, but Sushil Jain and 
his son Akshat Jain saw an opportunity. his son Akshat Jain saw an opportunity. 
The entrepreneurial spirit that has fl owed The entrepreneurial spirit that has fl owed 
through the blood of successive generations through the blood of successive generations 
of the Jain family made it possible for of the Jain family made it possible for 
Indian Toners & Developers Ltd (ITDL) to Indian Toners & Developers Ltd (ITDL) to 
be the fi rst Aftermarket toner company to be the fi rst Aftermarket toner company to 
be established in India 25 years ago. Today be established in India 25 years ago. Today 
it continues to be the undisputed market it continues to be the undisputed market 
leader. leader. 

In spite of being in a tough, hard-In spite of being in a tough, hard-
fought, price-driven market, ITDL has also fought, price-driven market, ITDL has also 
become an international pioneer and leader become an international pioneer and leader 
in the production of toner for the global in the production of toner for the global 
Aftermarket industry.Aftermarket industry.

Being from a family of industrialists, Being from a family of industrialists, 
Sushil drew from an existing infrastructure Sushil drew from an existing infrastructure 
and team to identify the project he would and team to identify the project he would 
start. “My education, together with the start. “My education, together with the 
grooming given to me by my own father grooming given to me by my own father 
over ten years, prepared me well to take up over ten years, prepared me well to take up 
the challenge of developing a strong toner the challenge of developing a strong toner 
business—something my son Akshat has business—something my son Akshat has 
also quickly learned.” Sushil incorporated also quickly learned.” Sushil incorporated 
ITDL in 1990 as a public limited ITDL in 1990 as a public limited 
company—he was just 33. company—he was just 33. 

The company today is a public The company today is a public 
company listed on the Bombay Stock company listed on the Bombay Stock 
Exchange (BSE). By 1992, ITDL was into Exchange (BSE). By 1992, ITDL was into 
commercial production at its fi rst facility commercial production at its fi rst facility 
based in Rampur (in the state of Uttar based in Rampur (in the state of Uttar 
Pradesh) in India.Pradesh) in India.

“India was very scarce in foreign “India was very scarce in foreign 
exchange in those days,” Sushil said. exchange in those days,” Sushil said. 
“When we started production in 1992, “When we started production in 1992, 
others were importing toner products others were importing toner products 
into India, so the Indian Government was into India, so the Indian Government was 
encouraging projects, which could keep encouraging projects, which could keep 
money from fl owing out of the country.”money from fl owing out of the country.”

Sushil could see analog copier toners Sushil could see analog copier toners 
were in high demand in India, so he set were in high demand in India, so he set 
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up a toner manufacturing plant to cater up a toner manufacturing plant to cater 
to the needs of the local market. Sushil to the needs of the local market. Sushil 
notes, “There was no compatible toner notes, “There was no compatible toner 
manufacturer in India therefore all the manufacturer in India therefore all the 
Aftermarket toner was being imported.” Aftermarket toner was being imported.” 

His fi rst customers in Northern India His fi rst customers in Northern India 
purchased Aftermarket toners for Canon, purchased Aftermarket toners for Canon, 
Mita and Toshiba analog copiers. Within Mita and Toshiba analog copiers. Within 
two years, he was selling his perfected two years, he was selling his perfected 
toner formulations to international toner formulations to international 
customers in Singapore  and other customers in Singapore  and other 
south Asian countries. With the change south Asian countries. With the change 
in technology to digital devices, laser in technology to digital devices, laser 
printers and multifunprinters and multifunction 
devices, ITDL has continued to 
confi dently meet the demand.

Obstacles become competitive 
edge

Sushil says technical Sushil says technical 
challenges that have come challenges that have come 
along have provided an along have provided an 
opportunity to separate ITDL opportunity to separate ITDL 
from its competitors. “If you from its competitors. “If you 
are deeply rooted in the subject you can are deeply rooted in the subject you can 
solve any technical issues,” he confi des. solve any technical issues,” he confi des. 
He illustrates his meaning by referring to He illustrates his meaning by referring to 
the unique needs of his local market. “In the unique needs of his local market. “In 
our part of the world, consumers need a our part of the world, consumers need a 
high-density print. The toner also needs to high-density print. The toner also needs to 
be good enough so that it can work well be good enough so that it can work well 
in poorly-maintained machines.” Sushil in poorly-maintained machines.” Sushil 
explains their technical collaborators from explains their technical collaborators from 
Europe were more used to lighter-density Europe were more used to lighter-density 
toners. “When we produced toner from toners. “When we produced toner from 
their recipes we did not get very dark their recipes we did not get very dark 
prints. Subsequently we had to tweak the prints. Subsequently we had to tweak the 

recipes to suit the local market needs.recipes to suit the local market needs.
“Many claim to do research and “Many claim to do research and 

development (R&D) in our industry,” development (R&D) in our industry,” 
Akshat acknowledges, “but very few Akshat acknowledges, “but very few 
actually do it, or do it well. This is a actually do it, or do it well. This is a 
technology-driven industry where R&D technology-driven industry where R&D 
is a prerequisite to success. We can is a prerequisite to success. We can 
honestly answer any questions based on honestly answer any questions based on 
the thorough R&D we conduct.” The the thorough R&D we conduct.” The 
reason Akshat is so confi dent lies in the reason Akshat is so confi dent lies in the 
25 years of experience his R&D team 25 years of experience his R&D team 
have developed, spearheaded by Japanese have developed, spearheaded by Japanese 
scientists who have been associated with scientists who have been associated with 

ITDL since the beginning.ITDL since the beginning.
India is also a price-sensitive market, India is also a price-sensitive market, 

and while some consumers insist on and while some consumers insist on 
quality products, many others will accept quality products, many others will accept 
inferior quality for a cheaper price. As inferior quality for a cheaper price. As 
market pioneers and leaders they promote market pioneers and leaders they promote 
responsible pricing—something Sushil responsible pricing—something Sushil 
instilled into the business 25 years instilled into the business 25 years 
ago. They strongly encourage quality ago. They strongly encourage quality 
remanufacturing methods and processes remanufacturing methods and processes 
and educate their customers to use quality and educate their customers to use quality 
toners that give higher cartridge yields toners that give higher cartridge yields 
while prolonging the life of the various while prolonging the life of the various 

components—in laser printers as well as components—in laser printers as well as 
copiers. “The industry surely has become copiers. “The industry surely has become 
very price sensitive but we always get very price sensitive but we always get 
extra credit for our stable and consistent extra credit for our stable and consistent 
quality,” Ashkat said. Having said that, we quality,” Ashkat said. Having said that, we 
have to be reasonably price competitive as have to be reasonably price competitive as 
well. It’s a tough balancing act.”well. It’s a tough balancing act.”

The government’s sudden The government’s sudden 
demonetization of the currency in late demonetization of the currency in late 
2016, and the recent tax reform that has 2016, and the recent tax reform that has 
seen the value-added GST tax replace seen the value-added GST tax replace 
scores of other taxes, has taken its toll in scores of other taxes, has taken its toll in 
the short term. According to Akshat, the the short term. According to Akshat, the 

Indian government’s initiatives Indian government’s initiatives 
to curb malpractices, which to curb malpractices, which 
were depriving the state of its were depriving the state of its 
due taxes, was long overdue. due taxes, was long overdue. 
“In the short term, GST had “In the short term, GST had 
a negative effect on the sales a negative effect on the sales 
as the distributors were busy as the distributors were busy 
liquidating their stocks and not liquidating their stocks and not 
buying fresh stocks until they buying fresh stocks until they 
better understood the scheme. better understood the scheme. 
In the medium to long term, it In the medium to long term, it 

will have a positive effect for organized will have a positive effect for organized 
business entities, as the unethical practices business entities, as the unethical practices 
followed by some, in order to compete in followed by some, in order to compete in 
the market, will stop.”the market, will stop.”

Akshat claims ITDL’s toners can proudly Akshat claims ITDL’s toners can proudly 
compete against the best compatible compete against the best compatible 
toners manufactured in Japan, or any other toners manufactured in Japan, or any other 
country in the world. The biggest hurdle country in the world. The biggest hurdle 
the company faces internationally is the the company faces internationally is the 
price wars. “Yes, they are a challenge, price wars. “Yes, they are a challenge, 
particularly if you are doing your R&D and particularly if you are doing your R&D and 
want to be innovative,”Akshat said. “Those want to be innovative,”Akshat said. “Those 
vendors that supply cheap quality toners vendors that supply cheap quality toners 

FEATURE

 AS MARKET PIONEERS AND LEADERS 
THEY PROMOTE RESPONSIBLE 
PRICING—SOMETHING SUSHIL 

INSTILLED INTO THE BUSINESS 25 
YEARS AGO. 

Inside ITDL's copier and printer R&D labs: "Many claim to do R&D, but very few actually do it, or do it 
well. This is a technology-driven industry where R&D is a prerequisite to success"
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are damaging the market and consumers are damaging the market and consumers 
often question all Aftermarket products often question all Aftermarket products 
after having had a bad experience where after having had a bad experience where 
cheaper toners or components were used.”cheaper toners or components were used.”

Meeting demand
Akshat emphasizes quality is at the heart Akshat emphasizes quality is at the heart 

of ITDL’s product range. “It’s not just a of ITDL’s product range. “It’s not just a 
claim. We have always believed in only claim. We have always believed in only 
producing an A-grade quality toner and producing an A-grade quality toner and 
have never compromised on the quality of have never compromised on the quality of 
ingredients to cut costs.”ingredients to cut costs.”

Currently ITDL has the capacity to Currently ITDL has the capacity to 
manufacture 3,600 metric tons of toner per manufacture 3,600 metric tons of toner per 
year, having added 1,200 metric tons just year, having added 1,200 metric tons just 
in the last three years alone. Each of the six in the last three years alone. Each of the six 
lines is capable of producing 600 metric lines is capable of producing 600 metric 
tons each. “They are German state-of-the-tons each. “They are German state-of-the-
art plants,” Akshat said, “and an additional art plants,” Akshat said, “and an additional 
line is used exclusively for R&D and line is used exclusively for R&D and 
has been recognized by the Department has been recognized by the Department 
of Science and Industrial Research, the of Science and Industrial Research, the 
Ministry of Science and Technology, for Ministry of Science and Technology, for 
the government of India.”the government of India.”

ITDL manufactures monochrome ITDL manufactures monochrome 
magnetic, monochrome non-magnetic magnetic, monochrome non-magnetic 
toners, dual component toners for digital toners, dual component toners for digital 
printers and multi-function devices, printers and multi-function devices, 
MICR toners (mainly for printing banking MICR toners (mainly for printing banking 
checks) and wide format copier and printer checks) and wide format copier and printer 
toners. “We produce black toners for toners. “We produce black toners for 
slow-speed to high-speed digital devices. slow-speed to high-speed digital devices. 
Apart from the entire Indian market we Apart from the entire Indian market we 
also manufacture toner for Asia, Africa, also manufacture toner for Asia, Africa, 
Europe, as well as the Americas.”Europe, as well as the Americas.”

In order to meet the demands of the In order to meet the demands of the 

various markets it now reaches, Akshat various markets it now reaches, Akshat 
says ITDL’s R&D team is constantly says ITDL’s R&D team is constantly 
developing new formulations and also developing new formulations and also 
improving existing formulations to cater to improving existing formulations to cater to 
the requirements of the market.the requirements of the market.

Until now, ITDL has focused on the Until now, ITDL has focused on the 
manufacture of monochrome toner because manufacture of monochrome toner because 
it is still strong in the markets the company it is still strong in the markets the company 
caters to. This has given them a specialist caters to. This has given them a specialist 
edge. “We are selling some color toners,” edge. “We are selling some color toners,” 
Akshat adds, “but not very big quantities. Akshat adds, “but not very big quantities. 
We are looking at the possibilities and the We are looking at the possibilities and the 
viability of manufacturing color toners in viability of manufacturing color toners in 
the near future.”the near future.”

What’s next?
Mergers and acquisition abound in any Mergers and acquisition abound in any 

maturing industry and ITDL is not immune maturing industry and ITDL is not immune 
to this growth strategy either to satisfy both to this growth strategy either to satisfy both 
customers as well as shareholders. “We customers as well as shareholders. “We 
are on the lookout for viable acquisition are on the lookout for viable acquisition 
proposals from the industry,” says Akshat. proposals from the industry,” says Akshat. 
“Whenever the right opportunity comes “Whenever the right opportunity comes 
along, we will grab it. along, we will grab it. 

“Internally we will continue to “Internally we will continue to 
restructure and keep overheads to a restructure and keep overheads to a 
minimum while we continue to operate minimum while we continue to operate 
in expansion mode. There is no doubt in expansion mode. There is no doubt 
that ITDL will benefi t from the scale that ITDL will benefi t from the scale 
of operations as we compete with toner of operations as we compete with toner 
companies that already have huge companies that already have huge 
capacities. However, our business model is capacities. However, our business model is 
to always sell the best quality products for to always sell the best quality products for 
which our company has become so well which our company has become so well 
known.”known.” ■

Mini Production and R&D Plant: Mini Production and R&D Plant: 20022002

2nd line in Rampur2nd line in Rampur 20042004

Sitarganj Plant came in production with 2 Sitarganj Plant came in production with 2 
production lines: production lines: 

20082008

Sitarganj adds third lineSitarganj adds third line 20142014

Sitarganj adds fourth lineSitarganj adds fourth line 20172017

Merger of Rampur & Sitarganj unitsMerger of Rampur & Sitarganj units 20172017

(See the full list of strategic milestones on page 20.)(See the full list of strategic milestones on page 20.)

Key milestonesKey milestones




